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Abstract— As the Maximum malwares are spread from 

the external devices and they may infect to the system, 

maintaining security while transmission of data from 

the external storage device to the system is more 

challengeable in today’s computer world. Malware is 

malicious software used to collect sensitive info or gain 

entrance to private computer system. Applications 

provide facilities for detect and prevent the malware. 

The aim of this paper is to detect the malware for an 

external storage device and maintain security and 

escape losing of data. Security is more significant, thus 

it requires to make a more secure model which can 

automatically provide the malware protection from the 

external storage devices. This application program 

designed is used to protect external devices like pen-

drive, HDD etc. The software is loaded into external 

devices which user wants to protect from harmful data 

from the system. Hence, such type of application can be 

used for protecting external devices. 

Index Terms— Malware protection, computer security, 

dynamic analysis, classification algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Malware is an abbreviated term meaning “malicious 

software”. This is one type of program or file that is 

destructive to a computer user. Network, desktops, 

laptops, pen drive, hard disk, mobile devices, virtual 

environments all are under attack. Problem is that 

security experts often don’t have visibility into the 

space of progressive malware in their network. 

Questions needed to effective such as: 

 How do we recover from it? 

 Can I stop the threat at root cause? 

 How we prevent it from happening again? 

Investigators have use static analysis methods to 

identify zero day malware
[1]

. In static analysis the 

features are reserved using a PE (process explorer) 

file extractor API but this method fails when a file is 

packed or encrypted because entropy of some of 

packed benign is same as that of malicious file. 

Hence a classification algorithm gives false alarm in 

this case
[6]

.
 

There are many cases where code 

reorganization confusion is applied to a code variant 

of malware. Similarly a sequence of NOP instruction 

has been included in the code to modify the syntactic 

signature
[5]

 of the variant but keep the semantics 

unchanged. By inserting and retrieving dummy 

values through the stack or memory cannot change 

the behavior of the program but makes difficult for 

reverse engineering
[2]

. 

 People connect their External Storage 

Device for exchanging the data so this is the 

entry point for malware to attack their data. 

 Thus, protect the External Storage Device 

using software and prevent the malware to 

coming into storage device. 

 Using different technics and algorithm the 

application can analyze the data for infected 

file and prevent them to come into external 

storage devices. 

 After installing this malware protection 

software in external storage device this 

application provides freedom to connect 

external storage devices to any computer 

without any malware risk. 

A malware is a computer program that has various 

kinds of malicious intents. Basically malware analyst 

uses two common approaches to study malware 

sample i.e. Static and dynamic analysis. Static 

method is the general approach to identify whether a 

file is a malicious or benign file
[4]

. 

In dynamic analysis several writers have suggested 

different approaches to extract the behavior 

specifications of malware. Static analysis of malware 

flops in the case of polymorphic and metamorphic 

malware; malware authors can change the syntax of 
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malware but semantics remains unchanged; Using 

Dynamic analysis we can detect polymorphic and 

metamorphic malware
[6]

. 

II. PROPOSED WORK 

From the literature survey, it is clear that there is a 

need to develop an antivirus protection for external 

storage device to protect the system from viruses and 

malicious attack. So, to meet the objectives, this 

paper proposed a, implementation prototype systems 

that characterize the inherent features of executable 

file and analyze them for quick and accurate 

analysis, which will restrict the malicious code to 

enter into the external devices like pendrive, external 

hard disk etc. The whole process of proposed system 

is divided into set of modules like: 

 

 
 

Fig.1: Proposed architecture of malware protection 

for external device. 

 

2.1 Transaction Monitoring System 

        The monitoring applications have need of data 

such as log file path and amount of threads to run 

with. Once the application is running, it needs to 

know what to monitor, and deduce how to monitor. 

For the reason that the configuration data for what to 

monitor is needed in other areas of the system, such 

as deployment, the configuration data should not be 

custom-made specifically for use by the system 

monitor, but should be a general system 

configuration model. Effective monitoring or ability 

to monitor efficiently: Monitoring must be efficient, 

able to handle all monitoring areas in a timely 

manner, within the preferred period. This is most 

linked to scalability. 

 

2.2 Classification Process 

        The standard technique of sorting out such files 

is still brute force manual analysis that requires 

experts. Some tools have been developed to help 

manage with the problem. These tools range from 

programs that recognize previously classified files 

and viruses and eliminate them, to utilities that 

extract strings from infected files that help in 

identifying the viruses. None of the solutions are 

acceptable, yet. Clearly, more advanced tools are 

needed. In this paper, the concept of dynamic 

analysis
[6]

 is conferred as applied to viruses. 

 

2.3 Signature Based Checking Malware 

       Signature based detection is the most mutual 

method that antivirus software uses to detect the 

malware. This method is slightly limited by the fact 

that it can only identify a limited amount of 

developing threats, e.g. generic, or extremely broad, 

signatures. When antivirus software scans a file for 

viruses, it checks the contents of a file against a 

dictionary of virus signatures. A virus signature is the 

virus-related code. Finding a virus signature in a file 

is the same as saying you found the virus itself. 

 

2.4 Extraction Based Checking Malware 

       An extraction algorithm that use windows API 

function calls as a main feature to identify malicious 

executable or benign application. The algorithm 

completed only when the antivirus application 

malware protection system to run executable files and 

detecting its behavior protection system. It is 

unsuccessful if malicious executable doesn’t use API 

functions or using for static features analysis
[3]

. We 

malware protection system carried out the algorithm 

improved by adding variable mi to define the 

maximum number that a feature is observed. 
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2.5 Behavior Based Checking Malware 

       Behavior based virus detection is a promising 

method capable of detecting unknown viruses. This 

method of virus detection does not use a signature 

database. Instead performing processes are monitored 

and their behavior is examined. If the execution 

behavior of a process displays virus behavior then the 

process can be highlighted as being a possible virus. 

Virus behavior is predefined by the behavior based 

detection method that is being implemented and is 

typically done by a knowledge proficient in computer 

viruses. The main problem of behavior based virus 

detection is defining a virus behavior that guarantees 

the detection of both known and unknown viruses 

while not erroneously detect benign processes as 

existence a virus. 

III. ALGORITHM 

 

1. INPUT: A set of malware and a set of 

benign programs. 

2. OUTPUT: Clean malware free data. 

/*Procedure*/ 

3. Classification of input data. 

/*classify input in .exe, .scr, etc. to scan 

input */ 

4. Signature base scan – on input. 

/*Cheek signature available in database or 

not */ 

5. If signature of found in database then input 

is malware. 

6. Next Extraction base scan and if input is 

infected then store hash value database and 

mark input is malware. 

/*here Extract the Program and find specific 

string, word or tag */ 

7. Next behavior base scan on input if input is 

infected then store hash value database and 

mark input is malware. 

/*Use system calls and run program virtually 

to cheek infection in file*/ 

8. Delete infected file on storage device. 

9. Stop. 

 

Proposed algorithm for finding malware 

 

 

 

IV. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Sr.No. Title Author Year 

of 

public

ation 

Describ

ed 

solution 

1. Malicious 

Data 

Classifica

tion 

Using 

Structural 

Informati

on and 

Behavior

al 

Specificat

ions 

in 

Executabl

es 

Sandeep 

Kumar, 

C. Rama 

Krishna, 

Naveen 

Aggarwa

l, 

Rakesh 

Sehgal. 

RAEC

S-2014 

Find 

malware 

using 

Dynami

c 

strategy 

for 

encoded 

or zero 

Day 

malware

. 

2. Analysis 

of 

Virus 

Algorith

ms 

Jyoti 

Kalyani, 

Karenin 

Singh 

Kahlon, 

Harpal 

Singh, 

Anu 

Kalyani 

Journa

l of 

Comp

uter 

Scienc

e 

2006 

guidelin

es are 

given to 

detect 

viruses 

so that 

more 

secure 

systems 

are 

made 

3. Identi?cat

ion of 

malware 

activities 

with rules 

Bartosz 

Jasiul, 

Joanna 

Sliwa, 

Kamil 

Gleba, 

Marcin 

Szpyrka 

FedCS

IS-

2014 

The 

method 

supports 

detectio

n 

of 

malware 

at host 

level by 

observin

g its 

behavior

. 

4. A Survey 

of 

Data 

Mining 

Joohan 

Lee, 

Morgan 

C. 

IEEE-

2010 

research 

area is 

using 

data 
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Techniqu

es 

for 

Malware 

Detection 

using 

File 

Features 

Wang, 

Muazza

m 

Siddiqui. 

mining 

techniqu

es 

to detect 

novel 

malware

s. This 

paper 

presents 

a survey 

of 

data 

mining 

techniqu

es for 

malware 

detectio

n 

using 

File 

features. 

 

V.  RESULT 

This has proposed a Malware Protection for External 

Storage Device is use to block any viruses coping to 

external storage device and the most obvious purpose 

is to remove viruses from External Storage Device 

and stop being infection to keep safe external storage 

device as well as computer. 

VI. APPLICATION 

As security is major important task in all type of 

areas such as corporate world in which data 

protection is very important in business logics 

while exchanging the data, College persistence: In 

college life when staff or students exchange data 

from public computer to external storage device it 

will protect the personal data being infected, 

System scanning: To scan the whole system for 

removing the malware and infected file, Data 

protection: It is used to protect the important data 

being infection. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This proposed system will detect the malwares using 

malware database and provide the protection for the 

external storage devices while transmitting the data 

from external storage device to computer system & 

vice-versa. The external device will become more 

secure from malicious activities and different types of 

attacks. 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

As this paper proposes the security for external 

storage devices. In future it is used for implementing 

security in internal storage devices and also this can 

provide security for malware protection while 

sending E-mails and file attachment. 
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